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Learn amazing facts and get creative as you discover and draw 20 fascinating creatures of the deep

blue sea!Use the wooden stylus included to scratch away the black coating and draw starfish,

angelfish, sea turtles, sharks, blue whales, sea lions, seahorses, octopi, and many others.Watch

them come to life with colorful fish patterns, rainbow swirls, and holographic foils that appear from

beneath the black coating like magic!Note: This is NOT a Trace-Along title; it is best enjoyed by kids

who are comfortable copying the drawings.Includes 20 black-coated scratch-off art board pages: 10

with gold and silver glitter colors beneath, and 10 with multi-colored swirl colors and fish patterns

beneath.20 drawings and descriptions of sea creatures.20 extra pages for doodling your

own.Recommended for young artists ages 6 and up..6-3/8'' wide x 8-1/2'' high; wire-o bound

hardcover.Non-toxic: Potential eye irritant. Avoid inhaling particles of scratch coating. Not for

children under 5 years. Meets all applicable safety standards.
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I bought this scratch off book after watching a friends son playing with his dinosaur scratch off. It

was really neat but the difference between this one and that one is the dinosaur book had outlines

of the characters for him to "color" in the lines and this one does not. It shows detailed images of

sea creatures on one side and is blank on the other. Apparently you are supposed to free hand the



same image on the scratch side. This would be great for someone who is more skilled and not for

my 6 year old.

My daughters love these scratch art books. I got this one for my 10 year old so she could try to copy

the picture free hand. She had a lot of fun doing it and was very proud of the result. Great for long

car trips and plane rides. It makes a little bit of a mess with the scratch off stuff so put something

down underneath were they are working.

My daughter wanted this for Christmas and she spent most of the day drawing in it. The scratch off

pages are bright and colorful but it never entered my mind that all that black scratch off stuff has to

go somewhere. And that somewhere is on my carpet! Once I got her to sit at a table or desk and

sweep the black stuff into piles it was ok but beware - this book will leave a trail of black tailings.

My daughter loves all things "sea," especially the creatures. She plays with this book all the time.

Only bad thing is when she decides to draw with her fingernails. Lovely black stuff that's hard to

clean out. That's not the book's fault, though. I still let her keep it but really try to get her to use the

drawing stick that came with it. If you have a young one who might put their fingers in their mouths,

you might want to wait until they're a bit older. Other than that, it's 5 stars because the user--my

daughter--enjoys this immensely!

My Kids LOVED this scratch and sketch! Hours of fun. We take it with us everywhere! They love the

colors, they love scratching to see what design is underneath and also designing their own

scribbles. A great investment for some quiet time. I love that there are a variety of themes to choose

from. It helps with their curiosity. I bought more!!!

My grandchildren played with this book but didn't actively seek it out Seemed as if they filled out one

drawing but weren't impressed and didn't do more with it. Granted the boys are 4 and a half and 7

and a half.

We have a few Scratch and Sketches already and we love them. My 5 year old asked for Under the

Sea and it keeps her occupied for the hours she spends waiting outside her sister's ballet lessons.

No more playing with Mommy's phone!



We bought this for our 4 year old's birthday. She LOVES it! Easy to use and fun. The whole family

has enjoyed it. Only complaint is that it can be messy. The black chalky coating on pages does get

all over stuff. Doesn't appear to stain, just messy.
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